TREATMENT CONSIDERATIONS for MISSING TEETH
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1. Abstract:

Specific terms are used to describe the nature of tooth agenesis. Hypodontia is most frequently used when describing the phenomenon of congenitally missing teeth. Many other terms to describe a reduction in the number of teeth appear in the literature: oligodontia, anodontia, aplasia of teeth, congenitally missing teeth, absence of teeth, agenesis of teeth and lack of teeth. The term hypodontia is used when one to six teeth, excluding third molars, are missing, and oligodontia when more than six teeth are absent (excluding the third molars). The long-term management of hypodontia in the esthetic zone is a particularly challenging situation. Although there are essentially two distinct approaches to managing this problem; that is space closure or opening for prosthetic replacements, implant or autotransplantation. These patients often manifest with many underlying skeletal and dental problems and a multidisciplinary approach for management of this condition is recommended. Two treatment approach including space closure and space reopening are described in details in this chapter.
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2. Introduction

Missing is one of the most dental anomalies in practice of dentistry and they may affect the self-esteem and social wellbeing of the patients. This condition is often complicated by dental anomalies associated with hypodontia such as impacted teeth, microdontia, delayed eruption and taurodontism. Hypodontia reportedly affects between 3% and 8% of the population. Hypodontia is a common problem seen by the general dentist and is usually referred to the orthodontist. [1, 2] Agenesis means that a dental bud fails to develop or is not present at birth. This problem leaves an empty space in the arch which causes plentiful problems. Specific terms have been used to describe the nature of tooth agenesis.

Anodontia is named complete absence of teeth.

Hypodontia means missing teeth, but usually less than six teeth.

Oligodontia or partial anodontia is defined absence of six or more teeth.

Anodontia and oligodontia are rare, however, hypodontia is relatively a common problem. Many other terms are also used to describe a reduction in the number of teeth in the literature such as aplasia of teeth, agenesis of teeth, absence of teeth, lack of teeth, and congenitally missing teeth. [3, 4]

The aims of this chapter are:

2.1. a. To determine the prevalence of hypodontia

2.2. b. To assess the etiology of hypodontia

2.3. c. Diagnosis of the problem

2.4. d. Treatment plan

2.5. d. Decision to open or close space in the dentition

3. Prevalence of hypodontia:

Hypodontia in primary dentition arises in 0.1–0.9 per cent of the population, with equal frequencies in males and females. This problem is more common in the upper jaw and it is frequently related with the upper lateral incisor in the primary dentition. As a general rule, when
the primary tooth is missing, its permanent counterpart will be missing.

[1] Hypodontia in the permanent dentition occurs with equal rate in the upper and lower arches and usually affects the third molar. The type of agenesis in dentition and prevalence of missing vary with racial and ethnic groups. However, females are more frequently affected. [2] Prevalences of hypodontia varies between 1.6 and 9.6 per cent across the world with exclusion of the third molars. Prevalence of agenesis differs between continents and races. The occurrence of missing permanent teeth, excluding the third molar, is 3.4 percent in Swiss, 4.4 percent in the United States, 6.1 percent in Sweden, 8 per cent in Finland, and 9.6 per cent in Austria with exclusion of third molar. Japanese people have the highest rates of agenesis both in primary and permanent dentition. Australian Aborigines and African Blacks might have a low rate of missing teeth. The rate of agenesis in Indians has been reported less than 1%. [3, 4] The prevalence of third molar missing has been reported of 9–37 percent. [2] Muller et al. [5] reported that upper lateral incisors are the most agenesis teeth (not including third molars). Missing of the upper lateral incisor is also related to anomalies such as agenesis of other permanent teeth, undersized maxillary lateral incisors (peg laterals), palatally position of canines and distal displacement of lower second premolars. [6-8] Agenesis may arise in isolation, or as part of a syndrome. Dental anomalies, especially hypodontia, have frequently been found in children who also have cleft lip and cleft palate or a syndrome. [9-11]

4. Etiology of hypodontia

Heridity or familial distribution are two of the possible factors associated with congenitally missing teeth. Graber stated [12], "Congenital partial anodontia appears to be the result of one or more point mutations in a closely linked polygenic system, most often transmitted in an autosomal dominant pattern incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity." Genetics has a crucial role in hypodontia, as confirmed by studies on monozygotic twins. The pattern of agenesis can differ between monozygotic twins, this issue possibly pointing to additional underlying
mechanisms, such as epigenetic factors which might be implied occurrence of two anomalies simultaneously. Genetic, epigenetic and environmental factors contribute to the development of hypodontia. It has been shown that genetics has a predominant role in the etiology of missing teeth. Infection, trauma and drugs, as well as genes associated with syndromes play a crucial role in hypodontia. Agenesis may be an isolated condition or a dental appearance of special syndromes such as cleft lip and palate, ectodermal dysplasia. The isolated one can follow autosomal recessive, dominant, or X-linked patterns of inheritance. Some studies showed that some anomalies such as bimaxillary retrusion, mandibular prognathism, decreased maxillary jaw size and reduced vertical facial dimension in patients affected with hypodontia. In hereditary cases, missing has greater incidence when the dental germ is developing after the adjacent tissues have closed the space needed for the tooth development. Other scientists reported that delays in tooth development and reductions in tooth size correlate with agenesis. Both of these might agree with the terminal reduction theory. Moreover, it has been also reported that anterior agenesis may depend more on genes while posterior missing might be sporadic.

5. Diagnosis

Dental agenesis is categorized according to the number of missing teeth, less than three and six missing teeth are defined as mild and moderate respectively. Clinical evaluation, radiographic, and dental cast examinations are required for proper diagnosis. The third molar germ calcification initiates at the age of about 7.5 and in very few people it starts at the age 9.5. Thus, by including patients younger than 9 researchers might overestimate the missing of the third molars. This might explain the high occurrence of agenesis in third molars which has been reported by some studies.
6. Treatment plan

Treatment needs an interdisciplinary approach including operative dentistry, pediatric dentistry, orthodontics and prosthodontics. Early extraction of primary canines might guide the eruption of the permanent canine into the proper position in cases with missing maxillary lateral and impaction of upper canine. The amount of crowding, type of malocclusion, facial profile, age of the patient, periodontal conditions, bone volume in alveolar process, vertical or horizontal growth pattern, craniofacial morphology and the number of missing teeth should be considered in treatment plan. There are 2 treatment plans that includes space reopening or space closing. Space can be reopened for implant insertion, auto transplantation, prosthetic restoration. Another treatment plan is space closing which can be done by fixed orthodontics.

7. Space closure versus space opening

Missing of maxillary incisors during the teenage years is a severe problem and often requires a challenging treatment plan. There are several solutions for treatment of lacking maxillary incisors including: crown and bridge, resin-bonded bridge-work, removable partial dentures, osseointegrated implants, auto transplantation, orthodontic space closure. [23-27] Each of these methods have their own advantages and disadvantages; however, opening the space followed by implant insertion and space closure are the most common treatment options for tooth replacement. Implant insertion is an optimal treatment plan with obtaining an ideal occlusion and the indisputable advantage of avoiding any damage to the adjacent teeth. [23, 28]

Space closing by mesial movement of the posterior teeth is a vital approach and it provides major satisfactory aesthetic and functional long term results. Moreover; the result of space closure and all of the changes in the long term will be natural. It is clear that when implant or any prostheses are used some changes could happen in the presence of a
foreign body. [26, 29, 30] On the other hand, shorter and easier orthodontic treatment by implant insertion makes the space opening a favorable treatment approach for replacing missing teeth. Nevertheless, opening the space and implant insertion have some disadvantages. Implant insertion is contraindicated in growing patients. Implant must be postponed until the growth is ceased. If the implant is used at about 18 years of age, the neighbouring teeth and surrounding alveolar bone may continue to erupt. This eruption results in infraocclusion of the implant site. There will be a big discrepancy in vertical dimension between the gingival margin of the implanted tooth and the gingival margin of the neighbouring teeth. This side effect may appear in few years after implant insertion in young adult patients and the implant becomes submerged. [31-34] In patients where maxillary and mandibular incisors are not in contact with each other, the amount of extrusion might be 0/2 to 0/3 mm per year. Implant acts like an ankylosed teeth and its status cannot change in contrast to their adjacent teeth; thus, small displacement of neighbouring teeth after implant insertion can cause esthetic complications. [35-37] Infra-positioned implant results in an unlevelled of gingival margins. This issue is a problematic challenge especially in patients with a high smile line. Thus it is better not to use implant in cases with “gummy smile” or vertical growth pattern patients. [26] Furthermore, it has been reported that above more than 50% of single-implant crowns at four-year follow-ups have some extent of blue colouring of the gingiva. [39] Some other side effects such as bleeding on probing, gingivitis, increased probing depth, periodontitis, Peri-implantitis, and progressive loss of marginal bone support of the implant have also been shown in cases with implant insertion. [36, 38, 40, 41] Besides the most problematic issue of the space opening is that the teenagers must wait many years after completion of orthodontic treatment for implant insertion. During this interim phase the patients must use temporary crowns or restorations that often causes many difficulties and displacements both on implant site and adjacent teeth. On the other hand, orthodontic space closure is a practical and safe procedure that could achieve better long-term results. Moreover, none of the stated drawbacks have been found in orthodontic space closure [29,
Nevertheless, orthodontic space closure has its own disadvantages. Concerns may be related to the complexity of treatment, the risk for reopening of space, increased functional force on the first premolar roots. Attempts for closing the space of upper incisors will tend to retract the anterior teeth, which may be favourable in class II division I malocclusion with maxillary protrusion. Space closure in the maxillary arch may well provide reduction of an increased overjet. However, space closing may be undesirable in class III malocclusion with maxillary deficiency. Moreover, space closure of a missing upper lateral incisor results in the canine being displaced mesially into contact with the central incisor. In this case the canine is more prominent, wider and darker than the lateral incisor. Canine can be reshaped by selective grinding of the cusp tip and it needs rebuilding by composite materials like lateral incisor. In cases with increased overjet or crowding extraction of the contralateral lateral incisor may help to maintain symmetry and correct the dental midline. Space reopening is usually the best treatment option where orthodontic treatment does not need to use the space to relieve the crowding. In this case any attempt to close the space results in an unfavourable effect. The major disadvantage of space reopening is that it requires a foreign body such as permanent prosthesis or implant. The optimal space required for the prosthesis or implant is usually determined by two factors. The first one is occlusion and the second is aesthetic. Ideal overjet and overbite must be provided along with good Class I malocclusion at the end of the treatment. A maxillary lateral incisor should be two thirds of the width of the maxillary central incisor. Providing of these conditions may be difficult due to anchorage problems associated with reduced numbers of teeth in hypodontia patients. In cases with extensive space or early loss of teeth which have resulted in alveolar atrophy, space closure will not be desirable. The position of the roots of the neighbouring teeth should be estimated radiographically in space opening cases. Therefore, not only adequate space must be provided for replacement of the crown but also the roots of neighbouring teeth should be parallel or slightly divergent to create adequate space for implant insertion. Figure 1 to 3 show a patient immediately after implant insertion and figure 4 to 6 show the same
patient after 5 years. However, these images illustrate that some changes such as Infra occlusion and periodontal problems can be seen in implant site after 5 years. Figure 7 and 8 show a patient with missing both maxillary lateral incisors treated by orthodontic space closure. Figure 9 and 10 show the same patient 5 years after completion of treatment. These pictures demonstrate that the dentition, periodontal status have not been changed after 5 years in space closure.

8. Conclusion:

The main advantage of the space closure to implants can be followed as:

The whole treatment can be finished immediately after completion of orthodontics in space closure cases. This issue is a vital interest for teenager patients.

Better long-term esthetic results can be provided in space closure due to lack of infraocclusion, blue colouring of the gingiva and periodontal problems.

Gingivitis, periodontitis, and other periodontal problems will not occur in space closure because the tooth has displaced along with its surrounding tissues and its bone.

Use of other prosthetic replacement for the missing incisor by partial denture or bonded bridges could require further treatments to substitute the restorations.

Orthodontic space closure will decrease the financial charge for the patient.
**Figure 1.** A patient immediately after implant abutment insertion
**Figure 2.** A patient immediately after implant insertion

**Figure 3.** OPG of the same patient
Figure 4. Same patient after 5 years

Figure 5. OPG of the same patient after 5 years
Figure 6. Frontal view of the patient after 5 years

Figure 7. A patient with missing maxillary lateral incisors
Figure 8. OPG of the patient with missing maxillary incisors

Figure 9. Same patient 5 years after orthodontic space closure
Figure 10. OPG of the same patient 5 years after orthodontic space closure
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